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It is no secret that women want long thick eyelashes what better way of accomplishing this task than
with billiga losogonfransar? There is a variety of colors and style that will make your eyes pop and
demand attention and while some of them look natural others can be enjoyed when going out on the
town for the night. For obtaining a wild and different look there are even some that are a little longer
and come with gemstones attached to them. Whether individual or attached to a strip you will not
need langa handskar to put them on.

Having decided on which set of billiga losogonfransar to purchase it will be time to attach them to
your eyelids. Before attaching them it is important to go ahead and apply makeup on the face. Start
with the base and work your way to the eye shadow and apply it on to the face. You can even put
on the red lipstick at this time. The only thing you should not apply yet is your mascara and your
eyeliner if you use one on a regular basis. Also do not put on the white langa handskar yet because
it will be too hard for applying the eyelashes.

Now have the eyebrow scissors close at hand in case you will need to do any trimming of the billiga
losogonfransar. The best way to measure the eyelashes that are false is to hold them on the eye lid
right above the natural lashes. Compare the length of your real ones against the fake as this is the
most accurate method of judgment. Sometimes the lashes will be way too long and will need a little
trimmed off. If this is your case then use the eyebrow scissors and carefully cut some length away. It
is almost time to put on the langa handskar as these would be needed in the following step.

It is now time to adhere the billiga losogonfransar to your lids. When the lashes was purchased they
should have came with a small tube of adhesive. Grab the adhesive and spread a thin line carefully
along the strip of one lash. Now look at glue that you have just applied and see if there are any
blobs. In case you manage to spot a couple of them they need to be removed with a pair of
tweezers and smoothened out carefully. Give it about three seconds or so for the adhesive to start
drying. Could you imagine wearing the langa handskar while working with adhesive?

Carefully bring the billiga losogonfransar to the center of the top lid where your original lashes
connect and press. Then work all the way along the lash while pushing firmly and for the next five
seconds apply pressure to the entire strip before letting go. If done properly the lashes will stay in
place for a long time. Now repeat the same process for the other eye. It might seem very time
consuming but once you get use to applying the lashes it will only take a few minutes. Hopefully you
know which set of langa handskar you will be taking with you.

When the set of billiga losogonfransar are both in place you are now ready to finish up the makeup.
In order to hide the strips apply some eyeliner over them and when applying the mascara make sure
to do it on the top of the false lashes. This will actually blend them in with the natural ones so that
everything looks real. When arriving back home the lashes are simple to remove. Grab the strip and
gently pull them off the lid but first remove the langa handskar. If you have ever craved long
luxurious lashes you can now have them through fake lashes and no one will know the difference
except you.
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If you have always wanted long eyelashes then it is time to use a Billiga LÃ¶sÃ¶gonfransar and make
your wish come true. Matching them up with a LÃ¥nga Handskar is one of the ways by which to
complete the stylish look.
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